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Fornonsingularprojectivecurve C, genusC==Oimplies
C is isomorphic to the projective line Pi.
The projective plane IED2 has p.,(IP)2) = O and q(]ID2) = e.
so naturally
Question (by Max Noether)
Is every nonsingular projective surface S with
p, (S) = q(S) : O a rational surface?
p.,(S) :== h,O(IÅq's) geometric genus ofS, Ks canonical divisor
q(S) := hO(SZs) irregularity ofS
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Answer: There are counterexamples:
. Enriques surfaces (Enriques, 1894): normalization ofsingular
  sextic in iP3, K, == o.
( ve.Ti c2)2 + ( ncoivi n3)2 + ( Ero x2x3)2 + (cci v2x'3)2
 +xo :1 x2x.3(rg + x? + x: + xg) =o in Ip3.
. Rationality criterion was proved by Castelnouvo:
P2(X) = hO(X,2Kx) = O, q(X) = O
=År x is a rational surface.
. Godeaux surface (Godeaux, 1931): minimal surface of general
  type with pg = O, K2 = 1 obtained as the quotient ofa
  smooth quintic surface in P3 by a free Zs -action.
' The first example ofa surface general type with pg = O, K2 = 2
  was constructed by Campedelli in the 30's as a ramified double
  cover of P2 ;
  more precisely as the desingularization ofa double cover of P2
  branched along a reducible curve ofdegree 10 with 6 [3, 3]
  points not lying on a conic.
  Nowdays minimal surface ofgeneral type with pg = O, K2 = 2
  are called (numerical) Campedelli surfaces.
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cl , c2, c3 conics, D quartic
in ÅëP2
Severi conjectured (1949)
 p, (X) =: O, Hi (X, Z) = O År x rational surface?
Dolgachev constructed elliptic surfaces with
  P.q == O, 7ri = 1, K2 = O, K=: 1.
 Nowdays these surfaces are called Dolgachev surfaces.
Question
  Is there a minimal surface ofgeneral type with
 p.,(X) : O, 7ri(X) = 1 (or Hi (X, Z) ww- O)?
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Surfaces of general type X with p, = O (and so q = O ) in
principle can be classified, since the moduli space has finitely
many components by Giesker's theorem.
By the Miyaoka-Yau inequality,
X minimal =År 1SKkS9•
In practic•e not much is known. Surfaces of general type with
geometric genus zero have been studied by algebraic geometers
for a long time and plenty of examples have been constructed,
but at present a classification seems still out ofreach.
Surfaces ofgeneral type with p.q == O are important
to classify surfaces ofgeneral type, and to study threefolds with a
fibration to a curve.
How does one construct examples?
Mainly two appoaches (classical methods)
. Godeaux - taking quotients by group actions ofknown
  surfaces (finite quotient methods)
. Campedelli - constructing suitable covers ofknown surfaces
  (covering methods)
Barlow [Invent. Math. 1985] constructed a simply connected
minimal surface ofgeneral type with p.q == O, K2 == 1 obtained
by a variatjon ofthe Godeaux constmction, in which the group




It was the first and up to 2006 was the only known example
ofa simply connected surface ofgeneral type with vanishing
geometrlc genus .
Recently, Bauer, Catanese, and others construct many examples
ofsurfaces ofgeneral type with p, = O(7ri l 1) and gave a
classification that admit an unramified covering which is
isomorphic to a product of curves.
(generalization Beauville's construction)
It is the first systematic way to find many examples of surfaces
ofgeneral type with p, -- O.
A interesting and hard question conceming these surfaces is the
construction ofsimply connected examples, which are ofgreat
interest also in the study ofdifferentiable four-manifolds.
X topological 4-manifold
 Q : H2(X,Z) Å~ H2(X,Z) -År H4(X,Z)
 (unimodular symmetric bilinear form)
Freedman's theorem: If ri(X) :1 then X is uniquely
determined up to homeomorphism by Q.
A simply connected surface ofgeneral type with p.q == O is




Barlow surface is homeomorphic to P2#sP2.
Al} known methods seem to be not usefu1 iR producing new
simply connected examples and it has long been an open question
whether there exist simply cexAected sgrfaces ef gexeral typc
with p, =: O, K2 År 1.
Y.Lee, J. Park [Invent. Math. 2007] constructed a minimal surface
ofgenera} type withp.g xx O, K2 = 2, 7ri = 1 by usiRg 3 kew
method.
. Idea from a moduli space
Assume that there isasurface ofgeneral type X satisfying the
giveft ggmeric31 iftv3riaRts x(Ox) = p., - q + 1, K2.
Gieseker preved that there is a quasi-prejective meduli space M
of X by Geometric Invariant Theory.
        dimM ) hi (X, Tx) - h2 (X, Tx)
Compactify M by adding points corresponding to singular
sgrfaces at bogkdary. There is a Rat"ral way te de this gsing
Minimal Model Program of threefolds.




. Examples are constructed by a new method
 ( Q-Gorenstein smoothings ofsingular rational surfaces).
e Themain example construction goes as fo11ows:
Step l: choose a special peRcil ofcubics in ge2
             A(3gine) + #,(e"?;ic + li.ne)
  blews up its base locus -År a elliptic ratiemal surface
Step 2: blows up further
  -År 5 disjoints chains ofrational curves

































Every singularity of X is ofclass T, namely it admits a local
 @-Gorenstein smoothing.
Step 3: Using deformation theory, there is indeed a global
 @ -Gorenstein smoothing of X ,
a one parameter family X --År A ofprojective surfaces s.t.
the central fiber isx ;
the general fibre Xt is smooth and projective;








 By deformation, KX-, = 2, p,(Xt) = q(Xt) =: e.
. By configuration ofthe construction, Xt is minimal.
. By configuration ofthe construction and by using standard
  argument ofMinor fiber, Ti(Xt) = 1
Example. (Pg =O, K2 ,. 1, 7;-1 == 1)
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Example (Pg = O, K2 =" 3, Hi(X,
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The construction problem,
to find a simply connected surface




Question: Is there a minimal simply connected surface ofgeneral
       type with pg =O and Jr Åq K2 Åqs?
Remark: Similar construction does not work for 5 Åq K2 Åq 8.
   In all constructions, H2(Xt, Tx,) = O,
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Modified version ofPark's symplectic construction.
      ,, , -l iti,t-nv li ' i
t
Q-Gorenstein deforrnations
(Xo, O) germ oftwo-dimension quotient singularity
lst order deformation (local) e Tk, = Extb., (st},, Oxo)
obstruction spaceliesin Tft, = ExtS.,(stNo,Oxe)
X normal projective surface with quotient singularities
lst order deformation (global) e Tl\ = Extb.(st}, Ox)
Obstruction space lies in Tk = Ext2o.(S)N, Ox)
Spectralsequence Eg'q == HP(X,T.9) År TP.'g






es' ssttS eskrc.X esen
o --År Hi(T.P ) ----År Tk. --År HO(T.i ) -År H2(TR) ---År T3(x) ---År o
         e ----År T,?(X) --År T2. . He(Tk) ---År e
Key Part: Ker[HO(T}) --År ff2(T.9)i•
[Wahl], [Manetti] If H2(TR) == e then every local deformation
 (Xo, O) of the singularities may be globalized.
What condition implies H2(TR) = O?
Main two technical Lemmas
1. Let V be the minimal resolution of X and E be the reduced
Exceptional divisors.
      H2(Tv(-log E)) = O =År H2(TR) = O
2. From the constructions, our examples satisfy




Consider special quotient singularjties (singularity ofclass T)
1) To have a nice smoothing part in the 1St order deformation
  which has no obstruction (local smoothing),
2) To control numerical invariants and to use topological
  properties (Milnor fiber) ofa general fiber of smoothing .
Evei--tS"År vc !eS vtvas"tc tgrSe.ce gv Cl?"''
'
 g# teÅqe",e cyc").c iPS c, e',g'`"' stY Y
    C.ctPlf t.N ?t ,"., -,i.,..:!'Iirfrl! `e' fi .
         ts."-"fi .{".vt " "}.tN 4




Kx.!A Q-Cartier, Kx.IAi notQ-Cartier
                               1If xo is a quotient singularity oftype ztiFE7,,2(1,dra' 1)-
then Xo =Yo/ÅqaÅr, yo:xy-zd•r =o.
 u: (x•,y, :• )- (cx.Cnyi•s ,Caz) C is a primitive r-th root of unity
And there is a Q-Gorenstein smoothing.
     X -- Y/ ÅquÅr--År A, y:xy-zdr +t=o
  a acts on Y via a; (x, )y,2,t) - (cx•,c"iy,cCz.or.• ,t)
  Ky Canier =År Kx QCartier.
There is a d-dimensional Q -Gorenstein smoothing.
Conversely, ifthere is a @-Gorenstein smoothing then it is a
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Let V be the minimal resolution of X and E be the reduced
exceptional divisors.
Then H2(Tv(-logZl])) :O=År H2(IZ19.) :O.
Idea (suggested by Manetti)
Lei 7r : V ---År X• T}ken x,Tv xx Txe [g}}i33s-Wahl].
e ---År x.17}x(-ges ff) ---År liE"9f --År A - g , A suppor{ed iR tke SingX.
         ff2(T2 ) : H2(z. Tv (-log E'))•
     R' T. Tv (---tog E) = R2 x. Tv (-tog E) : O :
we may assume that X is affine• o - Tv(-Z) --År Tv(-tog E) - T9 - O
Z is effective divisor supported in F. [Bunis-Wahl].
Z. su fficiently big ( - Z. is 7r"-ample) ffi(Ty (-Z)) =: e, i År O.
  Hi (Tv (-geg E)) : ff i (T9 ), H2(Ty Åq-goy E)) : e.
Hl(T2) == g ILa}}fe'r] Twedimegslggal ggotienÅí$ingularity is Åíagt.
Main Lemma 2
Frem the ceRstructieRs, our exgmples satisfy
       H2(Tff, (-gog E)) = e.
Key Lemma 1 : V nonsingular surface, D s.n.c. divisor irl•".
f: v' rmÅr v blow-up of V atapoint in D• Set P' : f--1(D)..d.
Then h2(Tv,(-togD')) =h2(Tvt(-logD)),
Key Le;i\irca 2: LeÅí Z be a blow-up at {wo siiigijlaf pein{s oftwo iiod31 egrvestii
  spccial fibers.
It is eftcugh to prove {hat
  Il2(Z, Tz(-log Dz)) =: O, D2 == Fi + F2 +F+D+ Si + S2 ÅÄ S3•
  .Fi (-4)-curve in special fibers, I7 proper transform ofconic,
  D E6- one (-2)--curve, Si section
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Key Lemma3: It is enough to prove HO(Z, S2z(Kx + I'i + F2 +F+ D)) = O•
 HO(Z, stz(Kz + Fz + F2 +F+D)) =: O C- HO(Y, S'2y(C ÅÄF+D))
      C general fiber
  HO(Y, S2y(C + F " P)) : HO(Y, Sly (3C - E - D'))
     E line, D+P' =: E6 fiber
Key Lemm3 4: }y' ra{ioRal elliptic sgrface. Assgme tha{ {ke ellipiic fibraÅíigR
 .g : Y - Pi is relatively minimal witholjÅí mukiple fibers.
c general fiber of.q : Y -", IPI. Then
       HO(gei, S2p, (k)) =: He(Y, S2y(icC)), kti .År- 1,
Thank you fer listening.
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